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“I am an advocate for doing 
less in instructional sessions 
and instead focusing on high-
yield strategies that build a 
foundation for the kind of 
research that students will 
need to do now and in the 
future.”



“…describes a philosophy of 
reference service that 
emphasizes teaching 
individuals to find information 
for themselves over merely 
providing the answer.
“…the principal of teaching 
one-on-one at the reference 
desk has been around for 
years.”

Woodard, B. S. (2005). One-on-one instruction: From the 
reference desk to online chat [Electronic version]. Reference & 
User Services Quarterly, 44(3), 203-209.



Strategy: 
Offer
• in-library
• one-on-one
• on-demand
• just-in-time instruction





Process
• Student shows up wanting to “do” Crazy Topic of the Week

• Student searches a few databases for information on Crazy 

Topic of the Week guided by library staff member

• Process takes only 15-20 minutes

• Student signs in and suggests Crazy Topic for future weeks

• Student gets chance to win $1 of free printing in the library

• Repeat weekly as needed





Crazy Topic of the Week Statistics
Fall 2016 — Summer 2018

Crazy Topic # Students Instructed 523
Fall 2016 — 79 Students / 6 Topics 13.16
Spr 2017 — 201 Students / 16 Topics 12.56
Fall 2017 — 133 Students / 11 Topics 12.09
Spr 2018 — 89 Students / 9 Topics 9.88
Sum 2018 — 25 Students / 2 Topics 12.50

Crazy Topic # Unique Students 322
Average # Sessions per Unique Student 1.6

Crazy Topic # Repeat Students 84
Average # Sessions per Repeat Student 3.4
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Benefits
• Non-threatening opportunity to learn in library

• Some staying and playing with the databases

• Some returning for new Crazy Topic instruction

• Some actually teaching others how to navigate

• Researching their own topics with staff help

• Database usage definitely increasing – short/long term



Top 10 Practices for Successful

One-on-One Reference Instruction

Campbell, S., & Fyfe, D. (2002). Teaching at the computer: 

Best practices for one-on-one instruction in reference [Electronic 

verion]. Feliciter, 48(1), 27-28



Top 10 Practices for Successful 

One-on-One Reference Instruction
1.Ensure learner is ready to learn

2.Don’t teach people what they already know

3.Respect the learner’s personal space

4.Respect the learner’s need to become independent

5.Explain each step as the learner comes to it

6.Go slowly, check for comprehension, and review



Campbell, S., & Fyfe, D. (2002). Teaching at the computer: 

Best practices for one-on-one instruction in reference [Electronic 

verion]. Feliciter, 48(1), 27-28

Top 10 Practices for Successful One-on-One Reference 

Instruction contd.

7. Make learners comfortable with the fact that they have 
to learn something

8. Make learners comfortable with their ability to learn

9. Use humor and respect the learner’s stress level

10. Know when to quit and practice good exit strategies



Thanks for getting 

Crazy with me!


